Gridiron Inducts Twelve New Men in Honorary Society

George Glidden To Speak At induction Banquet

New Member Limited To Sixteen

At their annual spring meeting tonight, Gridiron will initiate twelve new members into its list of those who are to be initiated tonight are from Turk Tech Engineering News, Voo Do, Bob, Paul A. Allen, and Voo Do.

The meeting will be held in the regular Gridiron room in the basement of the East Hall.
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PLOPPED BY A PLAYFUL POOCH!

...light an Old Gold

When the Girl Friend insists that you romp with Rollo before you have your time-alone with her... don't let the Bow Wow bash your spirits. Brighten up by lightin' up an Old Gold. Its sunny-smokey flavor--making or smoking--dare clever... these O. G.ers:

AT TRYING TIMES... TRY A SMOOTH OLD GOLD

Tuesday, March 12, 1935

Eve started when they were eloah just to be different.

An Remark

We hear with regret that Professor Wieser leave for Ohio is July. The Longiner column will be a blank and necessitate censoring the paper without Wieser-John. Perhaps interactions in China the next year a Chinese Longiner will remain in much more concealed manner than we are accustomed to employ. "American Professor throw and catch rye" voyage on his way.
Boxers Close Season By TYing Gymnastics Small Crowd Sees Tech Elete Lose On Unfortounate Breaks

After an afternoon's hard struggle, the Tech gymnasts' meet with the Springfield College leather punchers was ended in a tie, the result of a dramatic finish that saw Mike Korylins, varsity heavyweight, dish out an unexpected 4-point sabis to clinch the victory. For the second time this season, the visitors from the north were left holding the bag of an unsatisfactory performance.

The first-round dual found the Beavers sitting 11 points to 10 behind the Orange and Black, and with only 12 1/2 points needed to win the meet, it seemed that the visitors would be taking home the spoils of victory. However, the second-round dual saw the Beavers come back to within one point of the Orange and Black, and with only 11 points needed to win, the meeting appeared to be headed for a third-round result. However, the final-round dual saw the Beavers lose by a margin of 2 points, and with only 10 points needed to win, the meet ended in a 45-45 tie.

For an amateur production, "As You Like It" is "the greatest box-office attraction", according to Mike Korylins who dubbed the role of Orlando when he first auditioned for the part. The actor's performance was widely praised for its authenticity and his ability to convey the character's inner turmoil.

The meet was a great success and Oscar was so pleased that he presented all as a grand finale a rather husky manager to the winning team. The manager was too busy to take the next event, and at the end of the meet Oscar may find a security of managers.
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Hittl, '36 was chosen as Publicity Manager. Fred A. Wasserman, '36; Athletics-Army. At the recent meeting the following committee members were shown: John Ozzie Nelson and Fred Waring, famous orchestras as Guy Lombardo,k other famous orchestras as Guy Lombardo, Johnnie Ray, '36, George D. Ray, '36, Julius B. I. Hamilton, '36, Norman A. Copeland, '36, and Antony E. Hitti, '36 was chosen as Publicity Manager.

Admission will be free to members, 6:30-Orchestra Rehearsal, Room 10-250.
6:30-The Graduate House Dinner, North Hall, Walker Memorial.
9:30-Tau Beta Pi Smoker, Faculty Dining Room, Walker Memorial.

I'll never let you down
I'm your best friend
I am your Lucky Strike

There's nothing friendly about the sharp, bitter sting of unripe top tobacco leaves. There's nothing friendly about the grimy, flavorless bottom leaves. But there's a wealth of friendliness, of mildness in the rich, mellow-ripe center leaves. And I am made of these fragrant, expensive center leaves, only.

I'll not irritate your throat. I'll never let you down. I'm your best friend. I am your Lucky Strike.